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The Vortex Strike Eagle 1-8x24 telescope is faster and more versatile. Vortex does everything to increase efficiency on
short and medium distances. Regardless of where and how you shoot, the Strike Eagle 1-8x24 telescope will always
impress you with its sharp and sharp image even in low light conditions. Affordable price and very good optics make it
necessary to have this telescope! Optics â€¢ multi-layer anti-glare optics on all optical surfaces â€¢ cross in the second
plan - accurately estimate the distance to the target, make a precise correction and hit the target every time thanks â€¢
cross-mesh, which is not magnified throughout the entire focusing range â€¢ cross embedded in glass - protected by two
layers of glass to ensure robustness and reliability â€¢ cross-lighting - professional gradation of the backlight, designed for
daytime work and low light. Building â€¢ 30 mm tube - a brighter and more durable tube allows you to enjoy hunting at
any time of the day or night â€¢ one-piece tube - allows for precise adjustment, which translates into greater precision and
image quality, as well as increases the durability of the spotting scope and its water resistance â€¢ aviation aluminum - a
tube made of one piece of aviation aluminum alloy, thanks to which the telescope is more resistant to damage â€¢ water
resistance - o-ring seals prevent the penetration of moisture, dust and dust, which improve the reliability of the telescope
in all conditions â€¢ immunity to dew - the argon filling prevents the telescope within the wide temperature range from
being dropped â€¢ anodized shell - even more resistance in your telescope thanks to the anodized shell; this coating will
protect the telescope against scratches and corrosion for many years; The color obtained thanks to the anodizing will
help you camouflage your shooting position â€¢ the turrets are protected against bad weather, dust and damage â€¢
additional facilities: the system of quick focusing Technical parameters â€¢ magnification: 1-8x â€¢ Lens diameter: 24 mm
â€¢ distance from the eye: 9 cm â€¢ field of view: 38.9 - 4.8 m / 100 m â€¢ tube: 30 mm â€¢ cross adjustment: 1/2 MOA (full
turn 44 MOA) â€¢ height adjustment (max): 100 MOA â€¢ supply air control (max): 100 MOA â€¢ setting of parallax: 91.4 m /
100 yards â€¢ length: 25.4 cm â€¢ weight: 470 g â€¢ lifetime VIP guarantee: yes Warranty Lifetime warranty: if anything
happens to your telescope, Vortex will repair it or replace it with a completely new one. * The warranty does not cover
the loss, theft or intentional destruction of the telescope.
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